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All this, the only explanation is that this child was born to her by Tang Yun.

“But, when, when is it?”

Mark was confused and began to crazily recall his past with Tang Yun.

He and Tang Yun have only known each other for only two years, and the time to get
along is not long. The only physical contact was when he was in the old house of the
Chu family.

However, Mark clearly remembered that his closest behavior with Tang Yun at that time
was nothing more than a touch of dementia.

Is it possible that kissing can give birth to children?

If this is the case, then Mark and Helen Qiu are afraid that their children would have
been in groups!

“Could it be that time?”

Just when Mark was puzzled, he suddenly remembered the matter of swallowing the fire
spirit fruit cultivation in the cave before.

There has been a record in the Yundao Tianshu that the fire spirit fruit is a thing of the
strongest to the yang, with majestic energy. People who are refining and refining will die
for nine years, and those who are not the strongest should not be refining. If you refining
forcibly, in times of crisis, you can find a woman to reconcile yin and yang, and you may
be able to escape.

“Do not, refinery fire spiritual fruit that I actually failed?”

“Finally, relying on Tang Yun devotion, yin and yang, just let me smooth refinery?”

Boom ~

thought of here, Mark only if Daigo Enlightenment, many things suddenly become clear.



No wonder, after waking up that time, Tang Yun disappeared without a trace.

No wonder, on the stone platform, there will be a red blood stain like a rose.

No wonder, in the land of Denham, there will be a sudden anomaly, with such a majestic
fire attribute energy burst.

Also, no wonder Tang Yun is so weak.

One by one, Mark had figured it all out.

That child was born from him and Tang Yun.

Because it inherited a part of the power of the Fire Spirit Fruit, it would cause such
destruction when it was born.

“Why didn’t

you tell me ?” “Why didn’t you tell me~”

“This stupid woman, why are you hiding from me?”

“If something happens to you, you make me Chu Tianfan, how safe is this life?”

Mark was anxious, his eyes red Like blood.

While groaning in his heart, he rushed madly in the direction where Tang Yun was
before.

————

————

Night.

The night is cold and the moonlight is like water.

In the only remaining courtyard, the beautiful lady who had been sitting cross-legged in
meditation slowly opened her eyes.

However, even after a day of meditation, her complexion is still not much better.

Although Tang Yun knew that her wayward behavior would temporarily reduce her
cultivation.

However, she never expected that she would drop so much.



Moreover, Tang Yun felt that not only the reduction in cultivation level, but even his
mental and physical strength, Tang Yun felt weakened by a few percent.

Now standing up, Tang Yun felt a little powerless, and her eyes turned black for a while.

“No, I have to leave as soon as possible.”

“If you don’t leave again, Ye Qingtian and the others should be here~”

Although his body was weak, it was not enough to support Tang Yun’s long journey.

But the current situation has forced her to leave.

She already felt that the crisis was getting closer.

Once Yanxia Wushen Temple found her, Yanxia’s titled powerhouse would definitely not
let her go.

In the end, Tang Yun gritted his teeth and stood up.

She opened the door, and there was an endless night and darkness beyond reach.

For a moment, Tang Yun was stunned.

Tears flowed down uncontrollably.

For the first time in her life, this majestic and majestic woman felt lonely, helpless and
scared.

No matter how strong a woman is, at this time, she will be eager to rely on and care for
her.

However, when she needed company and warmth most, she was only accompanied by
darkness and cold wind.

No one asks me how warm the porridge is, no one stands with me at dusk!

No one knows what kind of sadness is in Tang Yun’s heart at this time
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Sometimes, Tang Yun also wondered, is it worth abandoning principles and nobility to
give birth to him?

Obviously, it is impossible between himself and him. But why, I still have to leave this
bad relationship with him.



Didn’t you find yourself in such a field in the end?

However, whenever Tang Yun felt regret in her heart, she would think of her child’s
innocent face.

The face that was carved out of jade, the big eyes that flickered like stars, and the pure
smile without a trace of blemish.

Really, Tang Yun’s heart melted at the first sight of that little life.

I just feel that everything I have paid is worth it.

There is such a maternal love hidden deep in the soul of every woman.

It is cold and majestic like the master of Chumen, no exception.

The hard work of pregnancy in October and the pain of childbirth are destined to make
every mother love her child deeply.

Even Tang Yun!

However, nostalgia, what can we do?

Tang Yun knew her identity and it was impossible to raise this child by herself.

Think about it, too, the master of the dignified Chumen, the first in the sky, and the
female emperor of today’s martial arts world, actually raised children for life?

If this matter is spread, not to mention the collapse of Tang Yun’s own image, it will be
the reputation of Truman, and it will definitely be damaged.

At that time, the whole Truman will also become a joke.

It is conceivable that Tang Yun will not only tolerate the strange gaze of the audience. It
is estimated that the high-level elders in Chumen will not let Tang Yun go. The first thing
to kill is that Tang Yun’s child, and then that child’s father.

The first sect in the world, how can such stains exist?

The only way is to obliterate all relevant people!

Therefore, if the child follows Tang Yun, the probability of survival is basically zero.

Therefore, after weighing the pros and cons, she quietly came to Noirfork, just to give
the child to the Ye family to raise the child after pregnancy. Then, he left without knowing
it.



However, Tang Yun had countless calculations, but she never expected that the birth of
that little life would have caused such a big movement, and it had caused so much
damage to Mark’s hometown, and it also consumed him. huge.

The inheritance of life is really not easy.

Even though Tang Yun was already on top of her strength, she still had to experience
life and death when faced with such things.

Outside the door, Tang Yun stood there, looking up in the direction of Denham, looking
for a long time.

After a long time, she blinked and squeezed out the sparkling points in her eyebrows.

All the helplessness and weakness on her beautiful face had disappeared.

Instead, there is a kind of majesty and coolness that belongs to the superior.

“Mark, it’s over.” “Back then, at

the top of the rainforest, I, Tang Yun, owed you.”

“But this time, I completely paid off the debt to you.”

“So far, I, Tang Yun, never . owe you. ” “

from now on, or seen; or good-bye, the sword is the opposite, facing life and death. “

call ~

cold and windy, roll up the sky sand.

Under the sky, that stunning and intoxicating shadow stands out from the world.

The abundance in his brows and eyes is cold as ice.

That dazzling and frightening Chu Clan master is back again!

In fact, before meeting Mark again, Tang Yun still had some tenderness towards Mark in
her heart.

After all, Mark was the first and only man to have a close relationship with her.

Similarly, he is also the only one who spares his life in order to guard her and protect
her.

Tang Yun lived alone all her life, all alone.



There are countless undead under him, and many pursuers behind him.

But no one, like Mark, has treated her desperately so well.
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